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THE POSSIBILITIES AND ADVANTAGES OF AFFORESTATION

ON STEENS MOUNTAIN

sy

LOUIS WESSEL

INTRODUCTION

Preliminary Sta lement. Extending soutnwerd nearly a thousand

miles, from the crest of the southern spurs of the Blue Mountains in

Oregon to well across the Mexican border into Lower California, and

from the Wastch Divide in Utah five nundred miles westward to the summit

of the Sierras, lies tne vast, irregularly neart-snaped Inland Basin.

During the recent geological epoch the precipitation over this region

l^as been so low, and the draft upon the moisture by tne dessicating at-

mospnere so severe, that none of it nas remained to flow off and escape

into the sea. Indeed, Lake Bonneville and Lake Lahontin, which formerly

covered much of the northern portion of tne basin, in places up to Jj>0

feet deep, nave dwindled to tiny remnants of their previous selves, the

former to Great Salt Lake and tne latter to Pyramid, Winnemucca, and

Walker Lakes. Lack of moisture has stunted its vegetation and retarded

its development, ^*itu tne result that though it contains an area nearly

equal to that of the thirteen original states, it supports a total popu

lation of less than a third of a million. Of this total population

ninety-five per cent is locrted upon an aggregate of about 1000 of its

200,000 square miles of territory. In other words, all but one-half of

one per cent of tne total area is virtually without human habitation.

As time goes on, and as in fact the opportunities for obtaining a

place in tne sun become more and more difficult, this order of things

must change. The dry climate and prevailingly cloudless days make the
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Great Basin at once one of the healthiest regions in the world, as well

as one of the easiest in wnicn to build and maintain country highways

and one of the safest for aerial traffic. Moreover, here is asylum that

affords unlimited opportunity for escape from the dust and grime of in

dustry, from the hustle and bustle of croM&s and feverish life, from the «•*

turmoil of congestion and tedium of satiety. There are times when man

must flee the solitude of the tnrong to rejoice in tne companionships of

Nature and Solitude.

Purpose of tne Study. With the exception of portions in the ex

treme south, where it actually descends to below sea level, the Great Ba

sin is essentially a plateau lying between J000 and 4.500 feet. Nowhere,

however, is the plateau continuous to any considerable extent; instead,

its surface is roughened or broken up by a large number of irregularities,

which range all the way from gentle rolling hills to rugged peaks and rid

ges over 12,000 feet above sea level. As a rule these prominences, Insel-

gebirge, as the higher ones are quite properly called, are without exten

sive forest growth. Most of tnem are without trees except such drouth re-

sistent species as juniper, pinion, and mountain mahogany; and even tnese

are usually absent, especially on their lower slopes. Lack of moisture,

no doubt, must account for the restriction of tree growth in tne Great Ba

sin; but lack of moisture alone will hardly explain the absence of trees

in some of tne mountains and in portions of otners. It was partly with

the view of determining some of the causes of this lack of tree growtn, as

well as of throwing some light upon the possibilities and feasibility of

afforesting the now nude mountains slopes and gulches that this study was

undertaken. The time must come when the vast Inland Brsin, with its clear,

vigor-imparting air and its uncroWied, undefiled domain is to draw a great- ^

er appreciation from the people, whether thay have an eye for health and

peace of mind, for pleasure, or for profit. Tne presence of more trees
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will hasten the coming of that day.

This study was made with tne further view of gathering informa

tion upon a question which is of direct economic, as well as scientific

interest in connection with trie development of the locality in which it

was made. Steens Mountain ranks as one of the highest mountains in Ore

gon; indeed, though there are e dozen peaks in the state which exceed it

in height, there is probably in the state not another unbroken ridge so

long and so hign. Though it doubless has a large variety of climate

from its base to its summit, e vertical range of over a mile, it bears

little timber, and none of commercial importance. Tne reason for this,

no adequate attempt appears ever to nave been made to explain. No cli

matic or soil studies, as far as is known, have been made of the mount-

ain; neither has any systematic research into its ecological features

been undertaken. Indeed, judging by the dearth of records it appears

that many parts of the mountain have never been visited by scientists.

Acknowledgements. Published material available for this study

is exceedingly scarce. As a substitute for sucn material it has been

necessary to rely to a large extent upon personal observation and upon

the observations and opinions of others. Among those who rendered sig

nal aid in trie collection of material for this report are members of the

United States Forest Service, including officials of tne several forest

experiment stations located in tne West; members of the staff of the

School of Forestry of Oregon State College; and botanists, geologists,

and other scientists connected with Oregon State College and with the

University of Oregon. The reports of early investigators for the United

States Geological Survey, records of the United States Weather Bureau,

and such historical works as deal with southeastern Oregon have been

consulted and the material in them used.
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DESCRIPTION OF STEENS MOUNTAIN

Geographic. Steens Mountain lies near the northern extremity of L-

the Great Basin. It has a length, approximately north and south, of

some fi£y miles, and an extreme width of about twenty-five miles. To

the north, somewhat over a hundred miles distant, lie the Strawberry

Mountains, one of tne highest out-spurs of tne Blue Mountains; the Cas- "^

cades rise some two hundred miles to trie west, while the northern end

of the Warners lie half way between. The eastern base is some sixty

miles from the Idaho border, while its southern end merges into Pueblo

Mountain some fifteen miles north of the Nevada border. To the west it

is a hundred miles to the nearest stand of commercial timber; to the

north nearly ss far; and to the east and south it is several hundred

miles.

Physiographic. Steens Mountain, like most, if not ail, of the

numerous isolated spurs of the Great Basin, is a block formation. The

fault extends along tne east side, which forms a precipitous escarp

ment, rising at its highest point more than a mile above the valley
the. f*x.ontta/^\/j

floor at *%» foot. The formation is composed of alternate beds of ba

salt, often distinctly columnar, and sandstone or shale. The former are

of igneous origin, laid down as flows of firy, molten lava, and average

from forty to sixty feet in thickness; the latter, which vary from a few

inches to five or six feet In thickness, were formed by the action of

water, probably assisted by wind. Between eighty and one hundred pairs

of these beds have been distinguished in trie palisaded eastern fece of

the mountain, and tne whole series presents what is said to be one of

the most remarkable, if not tne most remarkable, exposure of basaltic

formation in the world. The strata dip gently toward trie west and north

at an angle of from three to five degrees. Because of tne steep eastern

slope and the downward dip of the strata from tnis side, relatively lit-
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tie of tne mountain's drainage comes to tne surface here. With the ex

ception of occasional strips of rimrock, a type of erosive effect com

monly produced in basalt, and tne high, steep canyons along some of the

creeks, the general contour of tne western slope is that of a gently

inclined mesa, which finrlly merges into the plain beyond. Most of the

flow-off from this side finds its ray into Donner and Blltren Creek and

thence into Harney Lake. The soil on the mountain varies in depth and

character, but on tne wnole is of sufficient depth and quality to sup-
i

port abundant vegetation.

Geologic. Steens Mountain, until comparatively recent times,

formed part of the borderland between the Great Basin and the Columbia

River system, its western slope sending its flow-off to trie sea by tne

way of the Malheur, Snake, and Columbia Rivers. Then arose a flow of

basaltic lava from near the northern end of trie mountain, damming up the

course of the south fork of the Malheur, and cutting off at one stroke

some 4500 square miles of territory from access to the sea and adding it

to that of the Great Basin. Though recent geologically, this lava flow,

nevertheless, is already so ancient that it is in places well covered

with soil and with a heavy growth of sage. In this respect it differs

considerably from the Diamond Craters, a lava flow covering several

square miles near the mountain to the northwest. These latter lavas

show much less disintegration and correspondingly smaller accumulation

of soil and vegetation.

erever the waters in a basin have no access to the sea they

collect to form inland lakes. The levels of such lakes change from time

to time with tne changing ratio between the rate of precipitation and

the rate of evaporation. Where the levels remain constant for consider

able periods of time, the shore lines create well defined bench marks.

Such bench marks, for example, may be found well preserved hundreds of
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'feet above the present level of the remnants of the ancient lake wnich

once covered large areas in northwestern Nevada and which extended

across the borders of that state into Oregon and California.

Although the story revealed by tne rocks and the hillsides in the

Steens Mountain region tells us of vast inland lakes and marshes over

grown with luxuriant vegetation and teeming with wild life, records of

more recent geologic events, those that occurred since the damming up of

the south branch of Malheur Eiver by a lava flow, indicate that this re

gion has long been subjected to a paucity of moisture. The shores of

Harney and Malheur Lakes, which since that time have served as the res

ervoir for a portion of its flow-off, give no indication of having been

submerged, at least not long enough for the waters of the overflow to

leave evidence behind in tne form of bench marks. Since tne coming of

white man, even before he began to draw heavily upon the flow-off, which

feeds them, for irrigation purposes, these lakes have been known to

shrink, during a period of exceptionally dry years, to a half or even a

quarter of tneir usual size. Their present high water lines, on tne

other hand, are defined by prominent bench marks. One reason for its

relatively small total flow-off is that this subsidiary basin draws lit

tle from mountain areas, where the rate of precipitation ordinarily is

considerably higher than on tne plains and valleys below.

As further testimony to the dessication which has taken place in

this region it may be mentioned that along the eastern base of Steens

Mountain is a long, narrow valley, which extends southward into Nevada

and northward across a lor.' divide into the drainange basin of tne Owyhee,

a tributary of Snake River. This valley is now divided into several

small drainage basins by alluvial fans washed down from the mountain by
some of

the floods of an earlier day. At the bottom of/these smaller basins are

small saline lakes, while those of otners are occupied by shallow ephe-
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meral lakes,or playas, so common in the Great Basin. The largest of
i

these playas, known as Alvord Desert, is a smooth, creamy gray, lifeless

flat, soft and sticky when mosit, pavement-like when dry, covering up

wards of a hundred square miles, and varying not more than a few inches

from a perfect level over its entire extent. As much as four hundred

and fifty feet above the present valley floor may be discerned well de

fined bench-marks, unmistakable evidence that at one time and for a long

period this basin was filled to this depth with water. Perh^s, who is
for

to tell, in those days it served as an outlet >C Lake Lanontin, just as

Red Rock Pass in Idaho served as an outlet for Lake Bonneville, its

counterpart in depth and magnificence in Utah.

Meteorologic. Meteorological records for Steens Mountain are not

available, since none have ever been taken. Tnis is not strange when it

is remembered that at no time have tnere been permanent residents witnin

the reaches of toe mountain. Records taken at nearby points under the

direction of tne United States Weather Bureau indicate the same dearth

of precipitation so commonly found witnin tne Great Basin. However,

compared witn points in Nevada, even but a hundred miles distant, the

former receives considerably more moisture, in some cases two or even

three times as much. A comparison of the vegetation, both in variety of

species and in development, on Steens Mountain with that on other mount

ains in trie Great Basin indicates better growing conditions in tne for

mer than in ti.e latter. The daily variation, as well as the seasonal,

in temperature is great, due largely to the altitude and to tne clarity

and dryness of the atmospnere. The lowest thermal record for Oregon,

minus forty-two degrees Fahrenheit, nas thus far been obtained at Blit-

zen, a few miles to the west of the mountain's base. Due to the low hu

midity, particularly in tne summer, tne rate of evaporation is high.

Ecologic. As in the case of weatner records, so with the ecolog-
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leal study of Steens Mountain, few autnentic records are existent. So ,

far as is known, no records are available of botannical or dendrological

investigations made in tnat region. Botanists and otners interested in

plant life from the Oregon State College and from tne University of Ore

gon, and probably from otner institutions, nave visited it; but, it

seems that after satisfaying their curiosity as to tne possibility of

finding some strange or unusual form of plant life, and noting nothing

specially peculiar about trie ecological conditions present, they con

cluded the whole matter to be of insufficient interest to justify the

effort to tell the world about it. Tne writer's own observations dis

closed no unusual forms of plant life, altnougn ne noted a. peculiar pau

city of species. However, thougn Steens Mountain occupies but a small

portion of the map of tne state, its slopes present a lurge range of

climatic conditions; and it is probable that when a complete floral

study of tne mountain nas been made, it will reveal a large variety of

species.

All life zones are represented, from the sub-alpine to the Upper

Sonoran; and this fact, coupled with tne large diversity of moisture

conditions which quite evidently are present, from dry, not southern ex

posures to the fringes of perpetual snow-banks on tne nigh northern

slopes, must be conducive to tne support of a large variety of forms. A

c mprenensive investigation into the flora of the mountain may actually

disclose strange forms, just as investigations into other forms of life

have already disclosed. Thus, W. J. Chamberlin, Entomologist for the

Department of Agriculture, and an instructor in Oregon State College,

found a rare species of ti^er beetle near the mountain's summit, a spe

cies that has been reported from no other point.

Dendrologic. To tne forester and to otner scientists, as well

as to the layman, perhaps the most striking feature of Steens Mountain
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is the total absence of forests. True, there are still some remnants of

the groves of western juniper that once studded its slopes, numerous

patches of quaking apsen in tne moister nooks, and. alders, willows, and

cottonwoods along the stream courses; but tnese trees are all of infe

rior species and nowhere present in important quantities. A small

patch, some reports have it as a few trees, all on forty acres, others

as a section, of fir occupies a protected nook near tne central portion

of the mountain and near tne head of Fir Canyon, one of tne tributaries

of Dormer and Blitzen Creek. This fir, if, indeed, it is a true fir, is

probably of tne species Abies concolor. Though pinion pine is an inti

mate associate of western juniper in Nevada, it appears to be entirely

absent nortn of the Oregon border. Russel, wno examined this region for

tne United States Geological Survey in the early eighties and again some

twenty years later, in one of his earlier reports mentions western yel

low pine as growing on tne east slope. Whether or not he nad been cor- '

rectly informed, there appear, according to present reports, to be none

of these trees left. Another early report mentions tne presence of

scrub pine, whatever was meant by this term, and scrub oak; but neither

of these species i\r>ve been mentioned in more recent reports. Evergreen

mountain mahog-ny, so common in similar situations in tne mountains of

the Great Basin, covers some of the nigner slopes of the mountain with

a healthy and, in some places, almost impenetrable growth.

Tne usual forest undergrowth, such as Vaccinium. Ceanothus, and

manzanita, seem to be absent; although one recent report states that

mountain laurel,is common. It is not known what genus this so-called

mountain laurel refers to. A species of Sympnoricarpos is common at

various altitudes, and Purshia tridentata reocnes an altitude in places

of at least six tnousand feet. Dr. Henderson, Curator of tne Herbarium

at the University of Oregon, reports Eibes montigenum common along the
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edges of snow-banks in the higher parts of the mountain tne latter yart

of June. Sage is a prominent feature over most of tne mountain's slopes

up to a few hundred feet from tne summit. Bunch grass is everywhere,

although persistent over-gracing by large numbers of horses, cattle, and

sheep nas severely reduced its pristine luxuriance. Russel, nearly

thirty years ago, and twenty years after his first visit, marked the de
es the result of intensive grazing,

preciation in tne bunch grass growth/ It is probable that tne mountain

can support less than naif the stock now that it did wnen wnite man

first saw it; indeed, some observers insist that tne grazing has been re

duced in quality and quality to one-tentn its original state.

Historic. Though Steens Mountain is mentioned as early as 18J0,

when Peter Skeen Ogden referred to it as the Snowy Mountains, it appears

to have featured little in history until the time of the Snake wars in

the early sixties, at the time when the Piutes were herrassing the immi

grants to the south, and when the Modocs became troublesome In the west.

The Great Basin, with its lack of fur bearing animals, offered little at

traction for the trapper, and the prospector shunned a field in wnich the

only exposures were basalts and clays, in neither of which the precious

metal lingers. Thus it happened that this prominent feature of the land

scape v/as not permanently named until after Major Steen of tne United

States Army had driven a band of Snakes over it in i860. Curry fought

the Snakes here in 1864, and three years later Camp Harney v/as established

on upper Dormer and Blitzen Creek. This post was continued until 1880.

The Southern Oregon Military Road crossed the mountain by the way of a

pass in its southern end. The first permanent settlements appear to have

been made in the early seventies. Diamond, near Camp Harney, was named

in 1874, the name being derived from the brand used by a cattleman located

there. Denio, on trie Nevada border, v/as set tied' in 1885, and it appears
by this time

that/all the important watering places along the mountain had been claimed.
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Economic. Distance from the market and from sources of suppies

in the early days, as it nas been in even a more recent day, v/as an ob

stacle to tne development of tne resources of tne region, except those

whicn contributed to the production of beef and wool, products that

co 'Id be economically marketed, tne one by mule team and tne other on

the hoof. A lack of timber for building purposes and wood for fuel

doubtless contributed heavily toward the retardation of the development

of the country. At Denio one may to this day see a well-preserved two

story adobe building constructed some forty-five years ago; while at

other points, somewhat removed from the scant supply of juniper and

other wood still available one may still find old timers who,with the

humble display of a scientist's erudition, which comes with the satis

faction of long experimentation, discuss the relative meritsknd short

comings for fuel purposes of such lowly growth as sage brush, antelope

brush, rabbit brush, and grease wood. Where one species is superior in

the quantity of heat it yields, it appears that another excells in the

quality of its heat, while still another is preferable because it Is

spineless or because it is more cleanly to handle. In some cases the

success or failure of a school-teacher has hinged upon her ability as a1

stoker of sage brush. At Andrews one is shown some buildings put up in

the early eighties, the lumber for whicn was milled in end hauled from

California, a distance of two hundred and fifty miles. Later, for many

years, building and other supplies were hauled from La Grande, from a

hundred to a hundred and fifty miles away*

About the middle of the nineties a borax reduction plant was

erected on the borders of Alvord Lake, a few miles to the east of the

mo intain. These v/orks v/ere operated for some ten years, using great

quantities of sage brush and otner brush for fuel under the evaporating

tanks, some four hundred tons of borax being shipped annually by mule



team to Winnemucca. Production ceased with the coming of competition

following the discovery of the more easily accessible borax deposits in

Death Valley.

Arable land of nigh fertility and of considerable extent is found

along tne base of Steens Mountain; but for successful farming purposes,

as has been demonstrated by the experimentation of the usual disastrous

expedition of dry land, farmers, these areas are limited to sucn blocks

for which irrigation waters ere available from the several creeks and

springs rising in the mountain.

THE FOREST PROBLEM

What Afforestation would Mean. It is not easy to clearly visual

ize what a well-stocked forest growth on Steens Mountain would mean to

the locality, and incidentally to the county and to the state. To the

stockman, to whom the free range afforded by the rich grasses and browse

on the mountains slopes to his flocks and herds has been as a mine of

gold, the prospects of having his life long privileges curtailed, or

even entirely denied, in favor of a growing crop of timber, is not a

pleasant prospect. He can not gainsay the fact, however, that elsewhere

continuously uncontrolled grazing has utterly destroyed the capacity of

lands fully as good as those on Steens Mountain, and that his mine of

gold is not inexhaustible without drastic regulation of some sort.

On the otner hand, a forest crop on Steens Mountain would assure

the settlers for miles around a plentiful supply of fuel, before which

the merits of sage and other suffrutescent shrubbery would fade out of

the picture; it would soon give them ample material for fencing and

1 buildings, and in due time furnish timber for larger construction.

There is little direct evidence that the mountain can not be made to

produce some sort of commercial timber crop of saw-log dimensions. If

it does this, not only will the building problem be pretty well solved,

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
OREGON STATE COLLEGE

CORVALLIS. OREGON
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but the mountain will have come into possession of a new resourse, the

benefits of which will be far spread.

Stream measurements taken of some of the tributaries of Dormer

and Blitzen Creek indicate that three-fourths of tne run-off occurs du

ring tne three spring months. A well-stocked forest on Steens Mountain

would, no doubt, level off the stream flow somewhat, and in tnis way

increase the amount of water available for irrigation in time of great-

est need. At the same time it become a haven for the lordly mule deer,

once so abundant here, and other wild life; and tne mountain would be

come an increased attraction for the hunter and fisherman, as well as

for tne summer camper and the lover of tne big outdoors. With compara

tively little expense roads with easy grades may be constructed to lead

to the mountain's summit.

Why the Absence of Forests. Why there is no forest growth on

Steens Mountain is a question which has, no doubt, risen in men's minds

time and again. If tne observer has tried to accord tne phenomenon an

explanation at all, he nas probably come to the conclusion that either

the mountain is and always has been so far removed from ptner timber

growth that no tree seeds have ever come to it, or that the climate is

too dry and cold. The first hypothesis is hardly tenable, since there

are numerous instances of buttes and mountain spurs, widely separated

by treeless plains, yet bearing the same sort of timber cover. As il

lustrations one may mention the Sweet Grass Hills, the Bear Paw Mount

ains, and the Little Rockies in Montana., small and widely isolated

areas bearing such timber as is found in the main Rockies far to the

west. Indeed, Pine Forest Mountains. a short spur in Nevada, fifty

miles to tne south of Steens Mountain, bears a fairly close stand of

timber. Still, it is not without interest to note here again Chamber-

lin's discovery of the rare species of tiger beetle. If isolation
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iserved to keep this species from spreading to other parts, it is within'

the realm of probability that the same forces have kept other forms

from spreading to this point.

Steens l.Iountein Neither too dry, Nor too Cold for Forest Growth.

Tne other nypotnesis. tnat the climate on Steens Mountain is too dry and

cold to support timber growth other than juniper appears likewise fa11a-

ceous, except in so far as it applies to its lov/er and uppermost reach-

es. Though no records of precipitation of the mountain itself are

available, the rain- and snow-fall near its base nas been pretty well

ascertained from observations made at Andrews end Juniper Ranch, close

to its eastern base, at Diamond, Camp Harney, and Happy Valley, near the

edge of its northern foothills, and at Blitzen in Catlow Valley, some

three miles west of its western base. At the first two points mentioned

and at the last the annual precipitation averages from seven to ten in

ches. At Camp Harney, Diamond, and Happy Valley observations carried on

over a period of thirty years indicate an average annual rate of preci

pitation of between eleven and twelve inches. From 189O to 1900,' a pe

riod during which records were taken at Happy Valley, the precipitation

there averaged sixteen inches, which is considerably higher than the rate

elsewhere at the mountain's base, as far as is known. This may be ac-

counted for, if in no other v/ey, by the probable presence of more upward

currents here than elsewhere; since it is known that upward currents are

more apt to result in precipitation than downward or horizontal currents,

and that in many mountain regions the air currents are apt to be pre

vailingly in one direction.

Thus we find the Cascades heavily forested on the west side where

the moisture laden winds from the west are upward and the precipitation

heavy, while on the erst side the currents are downward and the rate of

precipitation relatively low. As a result the forest on the eastern



slopes of the Cascades soon give way to open stands as the crest is left

behind, and these in turn within a. comparatively short distance fade out

entirely. Such rapid change in forest type, so frequently noticed on

mountain slopes, is usually indicative in rapid change in rate of preci

pitation or other climtic factor. Cedarville and Ft. Bidwell, two vol

unteer Weather Bureau stations in northeastern California and east of

the Warner Mountains, have records that are of particular interest in

this connection. Ft. Bidwell is 300 feet lower in elevation than Ce

darville; but it is located against the foot of the mountain, while Ce-

drrville is located some two miles awey from it. Cedarville has an an

nual rate of precipitation of 13 Inches and Ft. Bidwell 19 inches. This

discrepancy of six inches must be explained by tne difference in rela-
change in the

tive humidity wrought by a small/horizontal distance from the mount

ain's base. A similar change, though often even more rapid, is a common

occurrence with change in altitude on a mountain slope. It may be safe-
average annual

ly assumed that the/precipitation at the eastern base of Steens Mountain

is approximately 10 inches, and at its western and northern bases from

12 to 16 inches, and tnat in general there is a progressive and material

rise in rate with increase in elevation.

. oisture Conditions vs. Requirements of Western Yellow Pine. The

tree most representative of the drier forested regions of Oregon is uhe

western yellow pine. This species, though reaching its finest develop

ment in tne northern Sierras, where the annual rate of precipitation is

from 30 to 50 inches, is able to maintain a healthy growth under a

large range of moisture and other conditions. This is as might be ex

pected from a casual inspection of its natural distribution, wnich em

braces a territory extending from southern British Columbia to Mexico,

and from the Black Hills to within sight of tne Pacific. There are

points within its range where the annual rate of precipitation is not
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more than 10 or 12 inches. However, from present knowledge of Its ha

bits it appears that the species does not readily establish itself where

the rate is less uhan 14 inches, and that it does not maintain full vi

gor where the rate is less than 17 inches. True, there are instances

where western yellow pine has established and maintained itself with

vigor where the rate is tar below tnis minimum; as for example, in va

rious points in Montana, and even in the nearby mo-mtains within and near

the Ochoco National Forest. It is probable that in such cases a certain

amount of underground seepage helps to support the otherwise deficient

atmospheric moisture. This underground seepage, which comes down through

the soil from the upper slopes, where the rate of precipitation is high

er, is a factor that apparently is often overlooked by tne silvicultur-

ist, although settlers in many foothills of semi-arid regions long ago

learned of the advantages of land which is favored with this type of

soil moisture. Such seepage, no doubt, accounts for at least some of

the irregularities frequently found in tne lower edge of tne timber belt

on mountains in dry regions, and which sometimes present strange bulges

and projections extending downward hundreds of feet. Underground seep

age may well be reckoned with in the study of the silvicultural prob

lems on the slopes of Steens Mountain.

The western yellow pine is a prominent feature in the forests in

Oregon east of the Cascadian Divide, ranging in elevation from near sea

level to over 6000 feet elevation. Its vertical range in any given lo

cality is apparently determined by a combination of local factors, in

cluding competition from other species. On and near the Ochoco National

Forest in north central Oregon its altitudinal range extends from 1600

to 6800 feet, on the Whitman, from 2000 to 6000 feet, and on.the Mal

heur, up to 69OO feet. From numerous United States Weather Bureau re

cords of precipitation covering this region it may be safely inferred
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that this species establishes itself and maintains itself with moderate

vigor where the annual rate is as low as 15 inches. Supervisor Gilbert

D. Brown of the Fremont National Forest writes that he has observed

western yellow pine growing in Lake County in places where the annual

rate of precipitation is 11 inches.

What the rate of precipitation is on different portions of

Steens Mountain is entirely a matter of conjecture. However, it is

probably considerably higher than in tne valleys around It. One finds

a progressive increase in vigor and luxuriance in tne sage brush,, in the

bunch and other grasses, and in the legumes and otner plants as one as

cends the mountain. This becomes apparent almost immediately as one

leaves the valley floor. This change in the cnaracter of tne vegetation

is without doubt due to increased available moisture, coming directly

from the atmospnere or- from the slopes higher up.

The tneory that the rate of precipitation on the mountain Is

considerably greater than on the valley floors ar-und it is further sub

stantiated by an inspection of the numerous permanent springs and streams

that have their sources in it. Tne flow from a number of these v/aters

I

has been measured. As a single illustration may be cited the records of

tne water flow of Dormer and Blitzen Creek near Diamond. Tne measure

ments of the flow of this stream as made by tne Oregon State Engineer

gave a total annual volume of 130,000 acre feet. The area drained by

this stream above the point of measurement was ascertained by the same

authority to be 200 square miles. These observations and calculations

indicate that the average annual flow-off from this area is 12 inches

•per -aoro. Assuming that 18 inches are annually removed by evaporation,

! rather conservative estimate for a region noted for its prevailing

low relative humidity, the annual rate of precipitation, it will be
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seen, is well above trie minimum required by western yellow pine for

successful development. The rate over this area, however, is probably

far from uniform, since it is known that the snow fall upon tne higner

reaches of tne mountain is so expensive that snow banks 10 feet deep

are no rarity there on the Fourth of July. Indeed, in some of the pro

tected nooks snow nas been known to remain tnrougnout tne year. Appar

ently mucn of tne flow-off comes from melting snow, since a large part

of the total occurs during tne spring montns, and since tnere appear to

be no grounds for the assumption that rainfall is exceptionally heavy

during these months.

Timber- Versus Tree-line. One more question must be considered

here, and that is the one involving timberline on Steens Mountain. As

is well known, in all regions where mountains reach above a certain lev

el, such level for any locality being determined by local atmospheric

and other conditions and by the degree of resistance of the species pre

sent, they become destitute of forest growth; that is, they extend be

yond timberline. In some mountains certain species generally distribu

ted locally persist to timberline, in otners only typical timberline

species are found the-e. Timberline is variously determined,-by extreme

cold, by extremely short growing season, by the aggressive warfare of

grasses and other forms of vegetation, by excessive violence of winds,

including the abrasive action of sand and ice blasts, and so on; although

it is usually understood as being the result of inclemence of climate.

Little can be said about where timberline is on Steens Mountain.. tThe

theory so commonly advanced, that timberline is so low on the mountain,

and that tree-line, that is, the lower edge of the belt receiving suffi

cient moisture for tree growth, is so high that the zones defined by the

two lines overlap and so make timber growth impossible, seems to be

quite untenable.) In the Blue Mountains timberline ranges from 7300 to
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9300 feet. In the Strawberry Mountains, a hundred miles north of

Steens Mountain, it is somewhat above 9000 feet. In many of the foot

hills of these mo-mtains good stands of western yellow pine are found

at elevations as low as 4500 feet, though the valleys near these foot

hills have b rate of precipitation not substantially higher than that

of the valleys surrounding Steens Mountain.

Although the vegetation found near the summit of Steens Mountain

is not of a timberline type, it may, nevertheless, be pertinent to re

call here some of the findings of geologists in regard to evidences of

gleciation there. Russel ascribes the origin of tne deep, rounded can

yons along some of the creeks, as well as the shallower, but also rounded!

hanging valleys leading into them to glacial action, indicating a heavi

er snow-fall, or colder climate, or both, in comparatively recent geo

logic times.

As has been mentioned before, the Pine Forest Mountains, some

fifty miles south of Steens Mountain, support on some of their slopes a

vigorous forest growth. What species constitute this growth has not

been ascertained. Ho-ever, in the Santa Rosa Mountains, an isolated 1

spur lying some fifty miles east of the Pine Forest Motuitains, the fol

lowing species are present: pinion pine and evergreen mahogany between

6000 and 9000 feet, tne latter making its best growth at 7OO0feet;

lodgepole pine, limber pine, and v/hite fir from 7000 feet to the summit,

altitude not known, but probably about 9500 feet; Utah juniper from the

base of the mountain to about 7300 feet. Quaking aspen is the most

abundant species, being found about the moister areas from the base to

the summit. Western juniper appears to be confined to the lower slopes.

It is not probable that either the species or the'Site conditions on the

Pine Forest Mountains ere materially different from those found on the

Santa Rosa Mountains. Neither do the climatic conditions in these mount-
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'ains appear to be materially different from those in Steens Mountain. '

McDermott and Rebel Creek at the base of the Santa Rosa Mountains, and

Quinn River Ranch, not far from the foot of the Pine Forest Mountains,

with altitudes of 4700, 4300, and 4800 feet, respectively, have annual

rates of precipitation of 11, 10, and 9 inches, respectively, which

rates compare favorably with tne rates obtaining near the base of Steens

Mountain. Sulphur, some fifty miles south of Pine Forest Mountains,

however, has only about 4 inches of precipitation annually.

Thus it would appear that the assumption that the absence of

forest growth on Steens Mountain is due to the overlapping of the zone

lying above timberline and that lying below tree-line is without fact or

foundation, and tnet the true causes mist be sought elsewhere. Perhaps

repeated fires destroyed the forest growth in the past, altnougn there

is no evidence that fires should be more prevalent or more destructive ,

here than in the neighboring mountains. Perhaps some now unknown forces

destroyed the forest or kept it from gaining a foothold.

What tne Investigations Indicate. Barring any factors wnich are

now not known and which may militate against successful forest growth,

it may be assumed that a large part of the slopes of Steens Mountain

will lend itself to successful afforestation. Of the large range of

choice of species of trees, native and exotic, it is entirely tenable

that there are some whicn will readily take foothold tnere; and once

having gained foothold v/ill justify the faith placed in tnem by the for

ester, will clothe the now largely treeless flanks of the mountain with

a new grandeur, which at one and the same time v/ill be an object of de

light to the eye, a haven for wild life, a source of comfort to the

settler, and a source of income all around.

THE PROBLEM OF PLANTING

Past Experiments. So far as is known, little past experimental
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planting has been done anywhere, the results of which might be used in

solving the problem of tree planting on Steens Mountain. The United

States Forest Service undertook some experiments in planting Scotch pine

on a site near Silver Lake, some 130 miles to the west. This site is a

Sage covered flat lying somewhat below and some 10 miles east of the

lower edge of the yellow pine belt. The rsults were totally disappoint

ing, evidently through lack of sufficient moisture to start the young

plants through tne first year. The precipitation at this site is be

lieved to be about 10 inches. It is of particular significance in con

nection witn tnis experiment to note that a yellow pine five years old,

the only pine knovm to be within miles around, grew near the experimental

tract and showed a good rate of growth, indicating that once a yellow

pine gains a footnold nere, it is able to maintain itself even in this

region of low precipitation.

Another experiment of interest was conducted by Forest Supervisor

Furst near Baker. The site selected was a low sage covered ridge some

miles removed from and somewhat below the nearest yellow pine stand. Two

plantings of yellow pine were made, both entirely without success. The

rate of precipitation on this tract is estimated by Mr. Furst to be about

13 inches. The results of these experiments, which were evidently due to

deficiency in soil moisture, should not be taken too seriously in the

consideration of planting on Steens Mountain, v/here without question

areas may be found where such cause of failure will not enter.

Future Experiments. Tne several forest experiment stations lo

cated in the west are doing much good along the line of experimental

nursery work and planting, and as time goes on they will have increased

facilities to experiment with plantings on the now more or less treeless

mountains and foothill tracts of the Great Basin. Which tree species

will and which will not thrive on Steens Mountain can not be determined
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without tne trial and error method carried out on the ground. PrOjpbly (

some of the species now found on the mountains of eastern Oregon and

northern Nevada are worth the trial; especially the western yellow pine

and tne hardy eastern Oregon strain of Douglas fir. If tnese fall,

there are many species from other parts of tne world that are promising

and should be given a trial. Among them are a number of hardy broad-

leafed species. When one remembers that the great sequoias, now in na

ture restricted to a few townships in total rv.nge, do well under diverse

conditions in other parts of the world; and that the Monterey pine, with

a still smaller natural range, has shown remarkable adaptability else-

where, for example, bidding fair to produce among the finest stands of

timber in certain parts of New Zealand; and the remarkable growth of the

eucalyptus in California, the possibilities of experimentation in ex

tending the natural range of species seems almost unlimited. There are

so many factors, meteorologic and physiographic, entering into any one

given site, that it is practically impossible to predict what species

will thrive on a tract now without tree growth. Moreover, with its large

range of elevation and its consequent large range of moisture and thermic

conditions, its variety of soils, slopes, and aspects, Steens Mountain

presents an aggregate of a large variety of site conditions. i

CONCLUSIONS

Variety appears always to have been the spice of life; and in the

present case variety, though adding greatly to the intricacy of the

problem, is far from being without added interest. It is not what one

can develop with mathematical precision that keeps up interest in life,-

rether it is those things that heve, even if in ever so small a way, i

speculative, anticipative element that keep human existence above a

state of ennui and boredom. Without the spur of expectation to goad

them on, we would never have had either the artist brooding over his
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'hr LSh or chisel or pen, or trie the scientist dreaming over wierd forces

and existences. And so we may expect to see the forester, both artist

and scientist that he is, some day exevt all the powers of his art and

science to make Steens Mountain more attractive and more productive, and

incidentally open up a store of knowledge and experience available for

making other tracts in tne Great Basin more attractive and livable.

No attempt has been made to ascertain the costs of planting on

Steens Mountain. No doubt they would run high compared witn those of

planting more easily accessible areas, since transportation by truck to

the base of the mountain from fifty to a hundred miles, and thence by

pack-horse from one to twenty miles, of men and tools and supplies runs

into money. The Oregon State Forest Nursery near Corvallis, operated

under supervision of the Dean of the School of Forestry, annually pro

duces and ships millions of tree seedlings to various parts of the

state. From them and from other sources connected with forest planting

activities definite costs of planting under specific conditions are, no

doubt, available.

What the sum total of the benefits of forest growth on Steens

Mo mtain and other similar tracts will come to, only a vivid imagination

can visualize with any degree of understanding. It is not those of the

present who can profit most from the present efforts of forestry. Those

who make the mount-ins of the Great Basin more livable do so with the

future in the field of vision, not the present.
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